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Abstract
Many (chemical) engineering processes rely on mass transfer between a dispersed phase and a
continuous phase: bubble columns (gas-liquid), slurry reactors (solid-liquid), fluidized beds (solid-gas or
solid-liquid), extraction columns (liquid-liquid) are a few examples. Gravity driven flow, fluidization, and
mechanical agitation (stirring) are common ways of enhancing transfer rates. We perform detailed
simulations of fluid flow and scalar transport in dense two-phase systems in order to better describe and
understand these transfer processes. The emphasis in this presentation is on solid-liquid suspensions. A
key challenge for mass transfer simulations involving liquids are their usually high Schmidt numbers (of
the order of 1,000) which imply very thin mass transfer boundary layers at solid surfaces. We try to
resolve these by coupling fine mass transfer grids to the coarser flow dynamics grids. Excursions will be
made towards dense suspensions of non-spherical particles and ways to deal with collisions between
such particles, as well as dispersions of immiscible liquids. The latter with a focus on (problems with)
computationally resolving drop break-up and coalescence events.
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